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NEW

Combine your own

recycling centre

CONTAINERS FOR WASTE SORTING

Recycling centre
- Made of very flexible polyethylene.

- Each bin is equipped with a connecting element allowing a fixed connection
to the set (any quantity).

- Containers can be equipped with suitable holes.

Interior waste bins
- Simple and aesthetically pleasing design of steel waste bins.

Powder coating surface finish. The bins are primarily
intended for indoor use.

- Standardly supplied as individual bins without stamping on
the collar.

- The bin consists of a waste container and a collar. The collar
is removable and serves to secure the plastic bag that is
inserted into the bin.

- The bin is fitted with plastic feet to prevent damage to the
floor.

- Color of the bin collar is supplied in accordance of standard
color offer. At the customer's request the bin can be
provided with a color shade according to the specification.

Indoor containers for sorted waste
- Available with three or five separatethrowing. The steel

structures of the containers have a powder-coated finish.
The containers are primarily intended for indoor use.

- They consist of a waste container and a lid with throw-in
collars. The container has separate shafts for each type of
waste.

- A plastic bag is inserted into the shaft and secured with
a clamping frame.

- The container is fitted with plastic feet and handles.

- Standardly supplied without stamping on the collar. At
the customer's request the bin can be provided with a color
shade according to the specification.

Container
Type: 7768

- Container is equipped with a
lid and connecting adapter.

- Material: polyethylene.

Colour holes
Type: 7769

- Material:
polyethylene.

290 x 520 x 780 mm

87 l

4.2 kg

1,306 x 323 x 679 mm

5 x 51.8 l

45 kg

785 x 323 x 679 mm

3 x 51.8 l

30 kg

420 x 203 x 13 mm

The adapter
for connecting
individual
containers into
a group.

Type: 7769-1 Type: 7769-2 Type: 7769-3 Type: 7769-4 Type: 7769-5

The container lid
serving for
fastening colour
holes.

TYPE CAPACITY (l) M. DIMENSIONS (mm) WEIGHT (kg)
8292 27.8 268 x 318 x 407 4.5
8293 32.8 268 x 318 x 474 5.0
8294 37.8 268 x 318 x 541 5.5

Type: 8292

Type: 8293

Type: 8294

Type: 8295

Type: 8296

Colour design

Any inscription or logo
can be burned into the
collar of the bin.

While stock lasts.
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